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CRITERIA FOR COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
MIHAI HALIC
Abstract. We obtain criteria for detecting complete intersections in projective varieties.
Introduction
Faltings [10] showed that a smooth subvariety of the projective space Pn, of codimension
at most n{2, is a complete intersection as soon as its normal bundle decomposes into a direct
sum of line bundles. Thus the property of being a complete intersection is reduced to the
splitting of the normal bundle of the subvariety; the former is typically difficult to verify,
while the latter condition is certainly necessary and it is, at least theoretically, much easier
to check. His work was further elaborated under additional a priori hypotheses in [2, 18].
The starting point of this article is the question whether a similar statement holds for
subvarieties of other ambient varieties as well; indeed, complete intersections are the simplest
examples of subvarieties and detecting them is an important task. By taking a glance at [10],
one can see that at its base there is a Hauptlemma—main lemma—which is valid in great
generality. However, its ‘implementation’ is strongly adapted to subvarieties of projective
spaces. This may explain why, to our knowledge, the arguments have not been extended
to a wider framework. It’s therefore natural to attempt bridging this difference. In this
article we propose such a generalisation, which uses the author’s work [12] on partially ample
subvarieties.
The following statement should convey the flavour of our results.
Theorem (cf. Section 2, 3) Let G be a simple, linear algebraic group of rank ℓ and P a
maximal parabolic subgroup. Let X Ă G{P be a smooth subvariety of codimension δ ď
pℓ ` 1q{3. Then X is a complete intersection in G{P as soon as either one of the following
two conditions is satisfied:
´ Its normal bundle NX splits into a direct sum of line bundles.
´ There is a surjective homomorphism
aÀ
j“1
OG{P pdjq Ñ NX , with a ď pℓ` 1q{2´ δ.
So, if X is not a complete intersection and δ ď pℓ`1q{4, then at least pℓ`1q{2´2δ equations
in excess are necessary for defining X.
Motivated by Hartshorne’s conjecture for projective spaces, we further elaborate the case
of smooth two-codimensional subvarieties of rational homogeneous varieties. For projective
spaces, a classical result of Ran [15] gives effective bounds for the Chern numbers of the
normal bundle of the subvariety which imply the complete intersection property. What we
show is that an analogous result holds in our case.
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Theorem (cf. Section 4) Let G{P be as above with ℓ ě 6, and denote m :“ degLpTV q ´ 3,
where L is the 1-dimensional Schubert line. Suppose X is smooth, 2-codimensional, such that
rXs “ dX ¨ rOG{P p1qs2, detpNX{V q “ OXpnq. If either
dX ď mpn´mq or
a
dX ď n{2 ď m,
the subvariety X Ă G{P is a complete intersection.
Several other criteria are obtained in the paper. We must say that our arguments are
strongly influenced by Faltings’ and Ran’s methods. However, the interest in our viewpoint—
we believe—consists in showing that the range of applications is substantially enlarged.
1. Subvarieties with split normal bundle
Notation 1.1 We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Throughout
the article, X is a smooth subvariety of an ambient smooth projective variety V , of codimen-
sion 2 ď δ ď dimV {2, and defined by the sheaf of ideals IX Ă OV ; its co-normal bundle
N_
X{V :“ IX{I2X is locally free, of rank δ. For a subvariety Y of V containing X, we denote
IXĂY :“ IX{IY .
This article deals with the following issue: assuming that N_
X{V decomposes into a direct
sum of line bundles, can one deduce that X a complete intersection of δ hypersurfaces in V ?
Faltings’ work [10] corresponds to the case where the ambient variety V is a projective space.
Our investigations naturally lead us to consider flags of subvarieties, on the one hand, and
partially ample subvarieties of a projective variety, on the other hand. Since our arguments
require these definitions, for the reader’s comfort, we recall them here.
Definition (i) (cf. [8]) A flag of (normal and irreducible) subvarieties of V is a chain
V “ Y0 Ą Y1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Yd,
such that each Yj Ă Yj´1 is a Cartier divisor. Then d is the length of the flag and Yd is
its end.
(ii) (cf. [17]) Given a projective scheme W , L P PicpW q, and an integer 0 ď q ď dimW ,
one says that L is q-ample if, for any coherent sheaf G on W , one has the following the
cohomology vanishing:
DmG P Z @m ě mG @t ą q, HtpW,Gb Lmq “ 0.
(For q “ 0, L is ample in the usual sense, while for q “ dimW the condition is vacuous.)
A line bundle which is both q-ample and semi-ample—that is, some tensor power
is globally generated—is called q-positive; the name is justified by the terminology in
complex geometry. A summary of these notions can be found in [12, Appendix].
(iii) (cf. [12]) Let Y ĂW be a closed subscheme, W˜ the blow-up of the sheaf of ideals IY Ă OW ,
and EY the exceptional divisor. One says that Y is qY -ample, for 0 ď qY ď dimY , if
OW˜ pEY q is δY “ pqY ` codimW pY q ´ 1q-ample: for all coherent sheaves G˜ on W˜ there is
an integer m
G˜
, such that it holds
@m ě m
G˜
, @t ě qY ` δY , HtpW˜ , G˜b OV˜ pmEY qq “ 0.
These objects arise in numerous situations; in our context, the most relevant ones are the
zero loci of globally generated vector bundles.
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The partial amplitude consists of two properties, a local and a global one.
Proposition (cf. [12, Proposition 1.4]) Suppose W is smooth and Y is a local complete in-
tersection (lci, for short). Then Y is qY -ample if and only if the conditions below are satisfied:
NY {W is qY -ample; cdpW zY q ď qY ` δY ´ 1. (1.1)
Here cdp¨q stands for ‘cohomological dimension’.
We assume henceforth that the conditions below are satisfied.
Assumption 1.2 (i) The conormal bundle of X in V splits into a direct sum of line bundles
IX{I2X “
δà
j“1
L´1j b OX , Lj P PicpV q. (1.2)
(Set L0 :“ OV .) We denote by
xj P Γ
`
X, pIX{I2Xq b Lj
˘
, 1 ď j ď δ, (1.3)
the sections which respectively correspond to the direct summand OX .
(ii) For all j “ 1, . . . , δ, we have: L´1j´1Lj is semi-ample, hence Lj is semi-ample too. (We
say that L1, . . . ,Lδ are ordered, for short.)
(iii) The subvariety X Ă V is qX-ample, with qX ď dimV ´ 2δ “ dimX ´ δ.
Remark 1.3 We imposed that the line bundles appearing in the splitting of the conormal
bundle (over X) actually come from V . This is not very far from the full generality, where
they would be defined only over X: the partial amplitude of X implies that PicpV q b Q Ñ
PicpXq bQ is an isomorphism (for δ ě 3 and arbitrary V , cf. [12, Corollary 1.12]). However,
in many situations and especially for subvarieties of rational homogeneous varieties and for
zero loci of sections in vector bundles, the isomorphism holds with Z-coefficients (cf. Barth-
Larsen’s Lefschetz-type theorems [16]).
For V “ Pn, the line bundles Lj are positive multiples of OPnp1q, so qj “ 0, for all j; thus
our partial positivity assumption is a weakening of this situation. The semi-ampleness of the
successive differences simply means that L1, . . . ,Lδ are ordered ‘increasingly’; the condition
is automatically satisfied for a suitable permutation, whenever PicpV q – Z.
The most important information given by the partial amplitude of X Ă V is the upper
bound (1.1) on the cohomological dimension of its complement. It substitutes the knowledge
of the cohomology ring of V , which is necessary for applying the Hauptlemma [10] in order
to ensure that certain intersections are non-trivial.
Lemma 1.4 Let V,X be as above. Suppose Z Ă V is an arbitrary closed subscheme of
codimension at most δ. Then Z intersects X non-trivially.
Proof. The partial amplitude of X Ă V bounds the cohomological dimension from above:
cdpV zXq ď qX ` δ ´ 1 ď dimX ´ 1. Hence Z, which is complete, can’t be contained in the
complement of X. l
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Lemma 1.5 Let V,X be as above. Let Y be an irreducible, normal, lci subvariety of V which
(strictly) contains X and is smooth along it, such that
N
_
X{Y “ IXĂY {I2XĂY “
δà
j“d
L
´1
j b OX .
Then the following statements hold.
(i) There is a unique y P ΓpY, IXĂY b Ldq which induces x P ΓpX,N_X{V b Ldq under the
natural homomorphism ΓpY,Ldq Ñ ΓpX, pOY {I2XĂY q b Ldq.
(ii) Let Z Ă Y be the vanishing locus of the section y. Then Z is still an irreducible, normal,
lci variety containing X, and is smooth along it; moreover, we have
N_X{Z “ IXĂZ{I2XĂZ “
δà
j“d`1
L
´1
j b OX .
Proof. (i) Let YˆX be the formal completion of Y along X. The statement is deduced in two
steps.
´ We claim that ΓpY,Ldq Ñ ΓpYˆX ,Ld bOYˆX q is an isomorphism.
It is sufficient to show that, for all sufficiently large integers r, it holds
H0pY, IrXĂY b Ldq “ H1pY, IrXĂY b Ldq “ 0.
Note that X Ă Y is pqX ` d ´ 1q-ample and qX ` d ´ 1 ď dimX ´ 1. Since Y is a
Gorenstein variety (it is lci) and is smooth along X, the blow-up Y˜ of X is still Gorenstein,
so it admits a dualising sheaf ωY˜ ; let EX be the exceptional divisor. Then we have,
for t “ 0, 1 and r " 0,
HtpY, IrXĂY b Ldq “ HdimY´tpY˜ ,OY˜ p´rEXq b Ldq
“ HdimY´tpY˜ , ωY˜ b OY˜ prEXq b Ldq “ 0.
´ The second claim is that the homomorphisms
Γ
`
Y, pOY {Ir`1XĂY q b Ld
˘Ñ Γ`Y, pOY {IrXĂY q b Ld˘, r ě 2,
are isomorphisms. Indeed, we have the exact sequence
0Ñ Symr
ˆ
IXĂY
I2XĂY
˙
b Ld Ñ OY
I
r`1
XĂY
b Ld Ñ OY
IrXĂY
b Ld Ñ 0.
The assumption on the conormal bundle implies that the left-hand side is a direct sum
of line bundles M´1 of the form
M “ `Lj1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ljr bL´1d ˘b OX , j1, . . . , jr ě d.
Since Lj1L
´1
d is semi-ample and r ě 2, each such M is qj2-positive, with qj2 ď dimX ´ 2
(cf. (1.1)). The Grauert-Riemenschneider theorem yields the vanishing of cohomology
group of M´1 in degrees zero and one.
Overall, ΓpY,Ldq Ñ ΓpX, pOY {I2XĂY q b Ldq is an isomorphism.
(ii) The scheme Z contains X, by construction. The section x can be viewed as the differential
of y along its vanishing locus, so the differential criterion implies that Z is smooth along X.
Thus there is a unique irreducible component Zo Ă Z containing X.
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Let Z 1 be an arbitrary component of Z. Since it is the zero locus of a section in a line
bundle on Y , the components of Z are hypersurfaces in Y , dimZ 1 “ dimY ´ 1. Hence Z is
lci too. Furthermore, the previous Lemma implies that Z 1 X X ‰ H, so Z 1 X Zo ‰ H; the
previous discussion yields Z “ Zo.
It remains to show that Z is normal; it’s enough to prove that the singular locus Zsing Ă Z
has codimension at least two. If dimY “ dimX ` 1, then Zo “ X is smooth. Now suppose
dimY ě dimX ` 2. Then Zsing is disjoint of X, so we have
dimZsing ď cdpY zXq ď dimX ´ 1 ď dimZ ´ 2.
The last statement follows from the exact sequence of conormal bundles. l
By inductively applying the previous lemma, we obtain the following statement which holds
in great generality.
Proposition 1.6 Suppose V,X are as in 1.2. Then there is a flag of irreducible, normal, lci
(hence Cohen-Macaulay) subvarieties
V “ Y0 Ą Y1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Yδ´1 Ą Yδ “ X.
Each Yj Ă Yj´1 is the vanishing locus of a section yj P ΓpYj´1,Ljq, for j “ 1, . . . , d, which
extends xj P ΓpX,N_X{V b Ljq.
The result is not satisfactory because we are interested in complete intersections. The
problem is with Lemma 1.5, which doesn’t extend the sections txjuj to the whole ambient
space. Let us show that this is the only obstruction for concluding that X is a complete
intersection.
Lemma 1.7 Suppose that v1 P ΓpV, IX b L1q, . . . , vd P ΓpV, IX b Ldq induce the sections
x1, . . . , xd, respectively; let Yd be their common (scheme-theoretic) vanishing locus. Then Yd
is an irreducible, normal, d-codimensional complete intersection in V .
Let the ground field be C. The same conclusion holds if, instead of 1.2, X satisfies the
following condition: the Poincare´ dual of rXs equals dX ¨χδ, where dX ą 0 and χ P H2pV ;Rq
is an ample (Ka¨hler) class.
Proof. By their very definition, the divisors Dj :“ tvj “ 0u contain X, so Yd contains X too.
Moreover, the differential criterion shows that D1, . . . ,Dd intersect transversally along X,
therefore Yd is smooth in a neighbourhood of X. We deduce that there is a unique irreducible
component Y Ă Yd containing X and this has codimension d in V .
We are going to show that Yd “ Y is irreducible. Take some other component Y 1 of Yd; its
dimension is at least dimV ´ d and Lemma 1.4 shows that Y 1 XX ‰ H. The smoothness of
Yd along X implies that codimV pY 1q “ d and Y 1 “ Y . Thus Yd is an irreducible, complete
intersection subvariety of V . The upper bound on the cohomological dimension of V zX forces
the singular locus Y singd , which is disjoint of X, to have dimY
sing
d ď dimYd ´ 2. It follows
that Yd is a normal variety.
Now we turn to the second statement. The previous proof applies ad litteram if Lemma 1.4
is still valid: X intersects any closed subscheme Z of codimension at most δ. We may assume
that Z is reduced, irreducible, δ codimensional, so its Poincare´ dual belongs to H2δpV ;Rq.
Then rZs X pχδ Y χdimV´2δq is the volume of Z with respect to the Ka¨hler form, a strictly
positive number. This proves that rZs X rXs ‰ 0. l
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Extending the sections yj P ΓpYj´1,Ljq to V require stronger cohomology vanishing prop-
erties for the line bundles on V ; the assumptions which will be made in the sequel are imposed
by the analysis of the general case. Recall that v1 :“ y1 is already defined over V . Suppose
that v1, . . . , vd´1, d ď δ, as above are already constructed, so we have the Koszul resolution
0Ñ
d´1ľ
N_d´1Ñ
d´2ľ
N_d´1Ñ . . .ÑN_d´1ÑOXÑOYd´1Ñ0, Nd´1 :“ L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Ld´1.
For lifting yd, it suffices to ensure that H
t
´
V,
tŹ
N_d´1 b Ld
¯
“ 0, 1 ď t ď d´ 1. As d varies,
within the brackets appear direct sums of the form L´1j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ L´1jt Ld, so one should have
@ j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jt ă d ď δ, HdimV´t
´
V,
`
ω´1V b L´1j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ L´1jt Ld
˘´1¯ “ 0. (1.4)
Now we distinguish two alternatives to achieve this matter:
´ either by imposing more conditions on the line bundles Lj ;
´ or by restricting the type of varieties V and keeping the line bundles Lj arbitrary.
Faltings’ work concerns the projective space, so it enters into the latter category. To justify
the following definition, observe that Pn has the special feature that the line bundles on it
have no intermediate cohomology.
Definition 1.8 We say that the variety V is s-split, for an integer 0 ă s ă dimV , if it
satisfies the following property:
HtpV,Lq “ 0, @1 ď t ď s, @L P PicpV q.
Any n-dimensional Fano variety V with cyclic Picard group is pn´ 1q-split. This property
holds, in particular, for rational homogeneous varieties G{P , where G is simple and P is a
maximal parabolic subgroup. More generally, if V is s-split and X is a complete intersection
of δ ample divisors, dimX ě 3, then X is ps´ δq-split.
Theorem 1.9 Let V,X be as in 1.2. Suppose moreover that one of the following two prop-
erties is satisfied:
(i) The line bundle ω´1V L
´1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ L´1δ´1 is ample; in particular, V is a Fano variety.
(Loosely speaking, X is a sufficiently low degree subvariety of V .)
(ii) The ambient variety V is s-split and X has codimension δ ď s in V .
Then X is a complete intersection in V .
Proof. In both cases we claim that the cohomology vanishing (1.4) is satisfied, so the sections
y1, . . . , yδ extend to the ambient space V and Lemma 1.7 applies. In the second case there is
nothing to prove.
For the first case, we apply the Kodaira vanishing theorem. The successive differences
L
´1
j´1Lj are semi-ample, so it’s enough to have the ampleness of ω
´1
V L
´1
j1
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ L´1jt´1; this
follows from the hypothesis, since Lj, j R tj1, . . . , jt´1u, are semi-ample. l
It is interesting to note that the first condition appears also in the recent article [3], where
the authors study rigidity properties of complete intersections in rational homogeneous va-
rieties (which are Fano). Our result shows that low-codimensional subvarieties are already
complete intersections (see also Sections 2.1 and 4 below).
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2. Examples
We illustrate our result in several situations.
2.1. Subvarieties of homogeneous varieties. Take V “ G{P , where G is a semi-simple
rational algebraic group and P is a parabolic subgroup. A crucial and highly technical
ingredient are Faltings’ upper bounds [9, Satz 5, Satz 7] for the cohomological dimension
of the complement V zX and of the amplitude of the tangent bundle of V :
cdpV zXq ď dimV ´ ℓ` 2δ ´ 2, TV is pdimX ´ ℓq-ample. (2.1)
They involve the quantity ℓ :“ mint rankpHq | H is a simple factor of G u.
Hence the line bundles Lj b OX in (1.2) are pdimX ´ ℓq-ample and the equivalence (1.1)
shows that any smooth subvariety of G{P is qX-ample, with
qX “ dimX ´ pℓ´ 2δ ` 1q. (2.2)
By imposing the conditions 1.2, we obtain the upper bound on the codimension of X for
which Theorem 1.9 applies:
qX ď dimX ´ δ ñ δ ď pℓ` 1q{3.
Thus the only assumption which remains is that the differences L´1j´1Lj should be semi-ample;
since V is rational homogeneous, this is the same as being effective.
Theorem 2.1 Let V “ G{P be a rational homogeneous variety. Suppose X is a smooth
subvariety of codimension at most pℓ` 1q{3 and whose normal bundle splits into a direct sum
of line bundles which are ‘ordered’. Then X is a complete intersection in G{P .
In the particular case when G is simple and P is maximal, the Picard group of G{P is
cyclic and the ordering condition is automatically satisfied. Hence we obtain the result stated
in the Introduction. The table below summarizes the situation for the various simple linear
algebraic groups.
group G
SLpℓ` 1q
ℓ ě 3
SOp2ℓ` 1q
ℓ ě 3
Sppℓq
ℓ ě 3
SOp2ℓq
ℓ ě 3 E6, E7 E8
δ ď . . . pℓ` 1q{3 pℓ` 1q{3 pℓ` 1q{3 pℓ` 1q{3 2 3
(2.3)
Remark 2.2 We mentioned in the Introduction that, by considering partially ample subva-
rieties, the range of applications of Faltings’ methods are substantially extended. Now we can
justify this claim.
The embedding dimension of the Grassmannian Grpk; ℓ ` 1q is `ℓ`1
k
˘
, so the codimension
exceeds very much the dimension and [10, Satz 5] doesn’t apply. However, the same criterion
for complete intersections holds for subvarieties of codimension up to pℓ`1q{3. Similar state-
ments hold for the groups of type Bℓ, Cℓ,Dℓ, which yield the isotropic (orthogonal and sym-
plectic) Grassmannians. Note also that we obtain ‘exotic’ criteria, e.g. for 2-codimensional
subvarieties of the Cayley plane and Freudenthal’s variety.
On the lower side, we remark that for Pn we get the weaker bound δ ď pn ` 1q{3 rather
than n{2, as Faltings does. This is due to the fact that his proof uses a technical G3-criterion
(in the terminology of Hironaka-Matsumura) for subvarieties of projective spaces, still due to
him. In here, this issue is hidden at the first step of the proof of Lemma 1.5, since the partial
amplitude assumption yields the G3-property (see [12, Section 2.2] for details).
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2.2. two-codimensional subvarieties. The interest in them stems from Hartshorne’s con-
jecture saying that the complete intersections are the only such subvarieties of Pn, n ě 6.
However, the same issue can be raised more generally, so one may wonder what information
can be extracted from the present work.
Theorem 1.9 yields a flag V Ą Y1 Ą Y2 “ X of length two. The obstruction for obtaining
a complete intersection is the lifting of the section y2 P ΓpY1,L2q to the ambient space V , so
it is sufficient to ensure the vanishing of H1pV,L´1
1
L2q whenever L´11 L2 is semi-ample. Thus
one obtains further criteria, specific to this case.
Corollary 2.3 Suppose V satisfies either one of the following conditions:
´ it is 1-split;
´ it is a Fano variety;
´ it is Frobenius split, compatible with an ample divisor (e.g. toric, spherical variety, cf. [7]).
Let X Ă V be a smooth, 2-codimensional, pdimX ´ 2q-ample subvariety, such that
NX{V “ pL1 ‘ L2q b OX , L1,L2 P PicpV q,
with L´1
1
L2 semi-ample. Then X is a complete intersection.
In particular, the statement holds for rational homogeneous varieties V “ G{P , with ℓ ě 5.
3. On the number of equations defining subvarieties
Vector bundles on varieties X Ă Pn with ‘few’ generators are split (cf. [10, Satz 2, 3]);
the proof of this fact is based on a general Hauptlemma (recalled below) and then uses the
cohomological properties of the projective space. The case of vector bundles on hypersurfaces
in Pn is elaborated in [14]; the knowledge of the cohomology ring, given by the Lefschetz
hyperplane theorem, plays a crucial role.
Below we obtain a splitting criterion for vector bundles on subvarieties of homogeneous
varieties. The bounds on the codimension and the number of generators determined by our
approach are in the same vein as in loc. cit. Although they are most likely not optimal (for
Pn they are not), we did not find references dealing with the topic, in this generality.
Hauptlemma Let 0ÑE αÑ A βÑ FÑ 0 be an exact sequence of vector bundles on a projective
variety X, with A “
aÀ
j“1
Aj , Aj P PicpXq. (We say that tAjuj generate F, for short.)
Take s P HompAj ,Aq whose jth component is the identity, and denote by Z,W the zero loci
of β ˝ s and prj ˝α, respectively (prj stands for the projection onto jth component). Then the
intersection Z XW is empty.
Now we are going to specialize this result to X Ă V “ G{P . For shorthand, let
a :“ rankpAq, f :“ rankpFq, e :“ rankpEq.
We assume that the line bundles Aj are ordered:
A´1j´1Aj , j ě 2, are effective.
(Over homogeneous varieties, this is the same as globally generated.)
Lemma 3.1 Let the situation as above. Suppose that either one of the following inequalities
hold: 3δ ` f ` a ď ℓ` 1 or 3δ ` e` a ď ℓ` 1.
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Then F is isomorphic, through β, to the direct sum of f line bundles appearing in A.
(Similar statement holds for E.)
Proof. Let us assume that the first inequality holds. We argue by induction on the pair pe, fq,
ordered lexicographically; if e “ 0, there is nothing to prove. The ordering assumption implies
that, for s P HompA1,Aq general, the induced section β ˝s has one of the following properties:
´ Z “ H.
Then F1 :“ F{pβ ˝ sqA1 is locally free and we have 0ÑEÑ
aÀ
j“2
AjÑF1Ñ0. The induction
hypothesis implies (f decreases) that F1 splits and so does F.
´ Z Ă X is smooth, non-empty, and Z XW “ H.
In this case, we are going to show that W “ H; that is, EÑ A1 is surjective. Hence the
kernel E1 fits into 0ÑE1Ñ
aÀ
j“2
AjÑFÑ0 (e decreases), so F splits.
So let us prove that W is empty. Faltings’ bound applied to Z Ă V yields
cdpXzZq ď cdpV zZq ď dimV ´ ℓ` 2δZ ´ 2, δZ “ codimV pZq “ δ ` f.
(During the inductive process, this is decreasing with f .)
If W ‰ H, then it is a projective subscheme of V of dimension at least dimX ´ e. (In
the inductive process, when e decreases, this quantity increases.) Now observe that the
hypothesis yields dimW ě cdpV zZq ` 1, a contradiction.
If the second inequality of the proposition is satisfied, we dualize the sequence and repeat the
previous argument. (Here one starts with a general homomorphism A´1a Ñ A_.) l
By applying the lemma to the (co)normal bundle of X in V , thus f “ δ, we deduce the
following result.
Theorem 3.2 Let X Ă V “ G{P be a δ-codimensional subvariety, such that either N_
X{V or
NX{V is generated by a ě δ line bundles (defined over V ) which can be ordered; so a ´ δ is
the ‘number of relations’ between the generators. If either
pa´ δq ď ℓ` 1´ 5δ or pa´ δq ď ℓ` 1
2
´ 2δ,
the normal bundle splits; it is the direct sum of δ of these line bundles.
In particular, when P is maximal parabolic, we obtain the result stated in the Introduction.
4. On a result of Ran
In this part we further investigate the two-codimensional case. Although it logically belongs
to Subsection 2.2, we deferred it here because the methods differ from the previous ones.
Keeping in mind Hartshorne’s conjecture, one would like to remove the assumption on the
splitting of the normal bundle. In this sense, the references [6, 15, 4, 13] prove that subvarieties
X Ă Pn of sufficiently low degree are complete intersections; that is, the splitting of the normal
bundle is automatically satisfied. Ran’s article, based on the analysis of the secant lines of
X, yields effective bounds for the degree. What we are going to show is that his arguments
carry over to homogeneous varieties.
Suppose V “ G{P , where G is simple of rank ℓ and P is a maximal parabolic subgroup;
we work over the ground field k “ C. A basis of the (co)homology group of V is given by
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the Schubert subvarieties; the various incidences between them are encoded in the so-called
Hasse-diagram. Note that PicpV q “ H2pV ;Zq “ Z ¨ OV p1q is determined by the simple root
defining P . The generator l of H2pV ;Zq is represented by lines L of degree one (with respect
to OV p1q), embedded in V ; we call them straight lines, in analogy with Pn. We denote
m :“ c1pV q ¨ l ´ 3.
(The notation is chosen to coincide with the number m appearing in Ran’s article.)
Let X be a smooth, 2-codimensional subvariety. Since H4pV ;Zq is not necessarily cyclic,
we impose that the Poincare´-dual class to X is a multiple of rOV p1qs2:
rXs “ dX ¨ χ2, with χ :“ rOV p1qs P H2pV ;Zq.
This condition is certainly necessary for concluding that X is a complete intersection. If
PicpV q Ñ PicpXq is an isomorphism, the Hartshorne-Serre construction [1] shows that X
is the vanishing locus of a rank-two vector bundle on V . The table below gives the range
of values of ℓ for which the isomorphism between the Picard groups is satisfied (cf. Barth-
Lefschetz-type theorems [16]):
group G SLpℓ` 1q SOp2ℓ` 1q Sppℓq SOp2ℓq E6, E7, E8
PicpV q –Ñ PicpXq ℓ ě 6 ℓ ě 4 ℓ ě 6 ℓ ě 5 yes X
(4.1)
So, in this case, we have a locally free resolution
0Ñ OV p´nq Ñ N_ Ñ IX Ñ 0,
where N is a rank-two vector bundle on V , with the following Chern classes:
c2pNq “ rXs “ dX ¨ χ2, detN “ OV pnq,
N b OX – NX{V , c1pNX{V q “ OXpnq.
(4.2)
Observe that n ą 0, since NX{V is globally generated and partially ample (cf. (2.1)), being a
quotient of TV . For k P Z, we denote
epkq :“ dX ´ nk ` k2, so c2pN_pkqq “ epkq ¨ χ2.
∆pNq :“ c2
`
EndpNq˘ “ p4dX ´ n2q ¨ χ2, the discriminant.
Theorem 4.1 Let the situation be as above and assume that either one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) dX ď mpn´mq;
(ii)
?
dX ď n{2 ď m.
Then X Ă V is a complete intersection.
We are going to show that the argument in [15] generalizes straightforwardly. The only
change is that we find more comfortable working with stable maps (in the sense of Kontsevich-
Manin, see e.g. [11]) instead of secants, in order to understand the various strata which appear.
Let V˜
σÑ V be the blow-up along X. The exceptional divisor EX is a P1-bundle over X, in
fact EX “ PpNX{V q σXÑ X; the fibres of σX are called vertical lines and their homology class
is denoted by φ. Note that
H2pV˜ ;Zq “ H2pV ;Zq ‘ Z ¨ φ “ Z ¨ l ‘ Z ¨ φ.
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The lifting of l P H2pV ;Zq to H2pV˜ ;Zq is given by the pre-image of a straight line which
avoids X. For k ě 0, denote bk “ l ´ kφ P H2pV˜ ;Zq; it is determined by the conditions
σ˚pbkq “ l and bk ¨EX “ k.
We consider the moduli space M0,ppV˜ ; bkq of p-pointed, genus zero stable maps, which
represent the homology class bk; the latter are denoted pT, tq uÑ V˜ . So T is a quasi-stable
curve (tree) T whose components are isomorphic to P1 and t “ pt1, . . . , tpq stands for the
markings. The reason for introducing bk is clear: if a straight line in V meets X at k
points with multiplicity one, its proper transform in V˜ represents bk. Conversely, any T
uÑ V˜
representing bk has a unique ‘main’ component P
1
main Ă T which is mapped by σu to a straight
line in V . The other components are sent to vertical lines, thus u˚rP1mains “ bj , j ě k.
Let us fix a general point pt P V , in a sense to be precised. For k ě 1, we define
Σk :“M0,1`kpV˜ ; bkq ˆV˜ 1`k pptˆ EkXq ĂM0,1`kpV˜ ; bkq.
It is analogous to the space of k-secants to X, passing through pt; by abuse of language,
we call it the same. Now observe that M0,1pV˜ ;φq – EX Ñ X – M 0,0pV˜ ;φq. Thus, as k
increases, we obtain a sequence of morphisms
Σ0 Ð Σ1 Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð Σk Ð Σk`1 Ð . . .
induced by the gluing map
M0,1`pk`1qpV˜ ; bk`1q ˆV˜ EX ÑM0,kpV˜ ; bkq
which inserts a vertical line at the last marked point. It is known that M0,0pV˜ ; b0q –
M0,0pV ; lq is irreducible, normal, of dimension c1pV q ¨ l ` dimpV q ´ 3, so we have
dimpΣ0q “ c1pV q ¨ l ´ 2 “ m` 1.
(We agree henceforth that dimH “ ´1.) Clearly, Σ1 ‰ H and, as k increases, at each step
one expects the dimension of Σk to drop by one, since the main component must intersect X
at one more point, so
dimpΣkq ě m` 1´ k, @ k ě 1.
Hence the last non-empty variety should be Σm`1, a finite set of points. However, this is
not necessarily true. We are interested in the case when the process terminates sooner; then,
necessarily, at some moment the dimension must drop by two, at least.
Lemma 4.2 Let 1 ď j ď m be such that codimΣjpΣj`1q ě 2. Then we have epjq “ 0.
(The codimension is the maximal codimension the irreducible components.)
Proof. In this case, dimΣj ě 1 and there is a complete one-dimensional family of j-secants
to X. The same proof as [15, Proposition] yields the conclusion. l
Lemma 4.3 Suppose ∆pNq ď 0. Then there is an integer 1 ď k ď n{2, such that epkq ě 0.
Moreover, ΓpV, IXpkqq ‰ 0 and therefore we have Σk`1 “ H.
Proof. We distinguish two possibilities.
Case ∆pNq “ 0 Then 4dX “ n2, so we have n “ 2k, c1pN_pkqq “ 0, c2pN_pkqq “ 0. If
N_pkq is semi-stable, it is associated to a representation of the fundamental group of V ,
which is trivial, hence N splits into two copies of OV pkq. Otherwise, N is not semi-stable and
we proceed as below.
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Case ∆pNq ă 0 Bogomolov’s theorem implies that N_ is not semi-stable, so there is a non-
trivial injective homomorphism OV p´kq Ñ N_, k P Z; that is, a section ν of N_pkq. The
minimal such integer kmin has the following properties:
´ kmin ă n{2 It is the unstability condition. More precisely, OV p´kminq is the first term
of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of N_; this uniquely characterises kmin.
´ epkminq ě 0 The minimality of kmin implies that the vanishing locus of ν is a two-
codimensional, possibly empty, subscheme which represents c2pN_pkminqq.
´ kmin ě 1 Since n ě 1, the left-hand side of the exact sequence below vanishes
0Ñ ΓpOV pkmin ´ nqq Ñ ΓpN_pkminqq Ñ ΓpIXpkminqq Ñ 0,
hence we obtain a non-vanishing section IXpkminq Ă OV pkminq.
In both cases, the variety X is contained in the hypersurface Y of degree kmin, corresponding
to the induced section in OV pkminq. We claim that Σj “ H, @j ě kmin ` 1. (The general
point pt P V , necessary for defining Σ0, is chosen outside of the hypersurface Y .) Indeed, let
Y˜ “ σ˚Y ´ ǫEX , ǫ ě 1, be the proper transform of Y and take u : P1 Ñ V˜ representing the
class βj . Note that upP1q is not contained in Y because pt R Y , so we have
0 ď u˚rP1s ¨ Y˜ “ pl ´ jφq ¨ pkminχ´ ǫEXq “ kmin ´ ǫj. l
Proof. (Theorem 4.1) We remark that the hypotheses are made in such a way to ensure that
kmin ď m: for (i), this follows from epkminq ě 0 ě epmq, combined with the monotonicity
of the function j ÞÑ epjq; for (ii), this is Lemma 4.3. Since Σkmin`1 “ H, the discussion
preceding Lemma 4.2 implies that there is an j ď m such that codimΣj pΣj`1q ě 2; let jmin
be minimal with this property, so 1 ď jmin ď kmin ď n{2. The monotonicity of the function
j ÞÑ epjq yields
0 “ epjminq ě epkminq ě 0 ñ jmin “ kmin, epkminq “ 0.
We conclude that c2pN_pkminqq “ 0, so the zero locus of the section ν is empty. One gets an
exact sequence of vector bundles
0Ñ OV p´kminq Ñ N_ Ñ OV pkmin ´ nq Ñ 0,
which splits, since the relevant Ext1-group vanishes.
In both cases—∆pNq “ 0 and ∆pNq ă 0—the bundle N splits, so NX{V too, and the
sections x1, x2 in (1.3) extend to V . By Lemma 1.7, X is a complete intersection. l
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